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great game that gives lots of fun! nice neon looks and tron-like feeling. you don't need a very large room as the ball always keeps
coming back towards the player. it's a steal for not even 5.- bucks.. Smash ball, get points. Dont smash ball, get (less) points. I
like it. It caters to my need to smash.. My video review: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSrXLxcM994 I've tried other
Racquetball games on the Vive. I've found them boring. But this game, with it's unique retro atmosphere and variety of play
modes, stayed fun for me. It's also a great workout. I'm glad I bought this.. Fairly terrible. It just seems to be one game
mode--play infiitely long until the time runs out. That's super boring. Hard to control where the ball goes.. Fun game, itu2019s
pretty much Super Glove Ball taken to the next level.. Great game. 3D handball with very fitting music.. Very basic but very fun
game. This is exactly what we need more of in VR - simple but fun and replayable games, especially those which are based off
well established game mechanics (we know they work!). I do wish there were more features, but for the price I can't really
complain. Features I would add: a way to check the leaderboard (scroll through/etc.), graphics options (it drops FPS frequently
for me), and multiplayer (pvp and/or coop) would be insane.
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